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Containing 6000 basic words and 6000 common idioms and phrasal verbs, Spears's latest book will be in demand by ESL students, teachers, and foreigners traveling in the United States. A former linguistics professor, Spears has written or edited over 30 dictionaries, including NTC's Dictionary of American Slang and Colloquial Expressions, and is currently editorial director of the dictionaries and reference department at Contemporary Books. Here, he places phrases in their normal alphabetical positions and again "at the entry of each non-initial, major word in the phrase." For example, Spears defines "clockwork" as "the moving parts inside a clock or mechanical device, such as a wind-up toy" and gives two examples "(as) regular as clockwork" and "go like clockwork." Both phrases can be found listed separately, in alphabetical order, with definitions. Each entry includes a pronunciation guide using the International Phonetic Alphabet, basic definitions, examples where needed for clarification, lists of transitive and intransitive verbs, spelling rules and words with spelling irregularities, and words with pronunciations that vary depending upon usage. Spears is careful to use simple words in each definition. Recommended for all libraries with a demand for ESL materials. Laurie Selwyn, San Antonio P.L., TX 

About the Author

   Richard A. Spears, Ph.D., is a reference editor and former linguistics professor who has written more than 30 dictionaries, including NTC's American Idioms Dictionary (ISBN: 0-8442-0273-8) and NTC's American English Learner's Dictionary (ISBN: 0-8442-5859-8).
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Mastering Nmap Scripting EnginePackt Publishing, 2015

	Master the Nmap Scripting Engine and the art of developing NSE scripts


	About This Book

	
		Extend the capabilities of Nmap to perform custom tasks with the Nmap Scripting Engine
	
		Learn the fundamentals of Lua programming
	
		Develop powerful scripts for the Nmap Scripting...
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Indispensable By Monday: Learn the Profit-Producing Behaviors that will Help Your Company and YourselfJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Separates fact from fiction for what makes an employee indispensable


	When trying to move ahead or even just keep a job, there are actions that would be of great advantage to any employee and there are strategies that are just plain stupid. Interestingly enough, the stupid strategies are used twice as frequently in corporate...
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ITIL Service Transition 2011 Edition (Best Management Practices)The Stationery Office, 2011

	The ITIL Editions 2011 has been updated for clarity, consistency, correctness and completeness. By focusing on delivery and control process activities, ITIL Service Operation describes how a highly desirable steady state of managing services can be achieved on a day-to-day basis. Key Features The updated ITIL publications share a similar...
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Designing for the Social WebNew Riders Publishing, 2008

	No matter what type of web site or application you’re building, social interaction among the people who use it will be key to its success. They will talk about it, invite their friends, complain, sing its high praises, and dissect it in countless ways. With the right design strategy you can use this social interaction...
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Web Design: Best Studios (Icons) (English, German and French Edition)Taschen, 2005

	When you surf the web and find a particular website

	you like, you probably ask yourself who designed it.

	and how. Brains are the most important assets for

	making the web dynamic and interesting. The use of

	the right tools can create the right interface for the

	right person, product or company. You just have to find

	the...
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Text, Speech and DialogueSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Text, Speech and Dialogue, TSD 2004, held in Brno, Czech Republic, in September 2004.

The 78 revised full papers presented together with 3 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 128 submissions. The papers present a wealth of...
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